Organizations today require a private and secure video solution that is easy to deploy and manage, with the ability to scale up and down with changing demand and organization structure.

The Pexip Private Cloud provides the data control and transparency of our self-hosted software deployment with the ease and scalability of a SaaS solution. Conference management is hosted by the customer, while the compute needed for call capacity is deployed by Pexip in a secure and private, customer-dedicated instance.

**Maintain full data control and privacy**
Customer-dedicated instances provide full data ownership without any exposure to third parties.

**Keep tabs on your data**
Deploy in your region of choice to take advantage of local data protection legislation and optimal media processing for high-quality and reliable video conferencing.

**Easy to manage and scale**
Smart Scale meets capacity demand within one region or across the globe with a few simple clicks. Pexip Private Cloud allows you to take advantage of the global reach and multilayered security of the leading cloud platforms.

**Create your ideal solution**
Design and deploy your dedicated video network to best suit your organization. The customization options of Pexip Private Cloud provide an ideal base for video-based services or applications.
Where in the world is your data?

With the Pexip Private Cloud, you take back control of your data and decide where you’d like to host it. If you’d prefer data to never leave a dedicated region or set of locations that maintain an elevated level of data protection, this is easily achievable. Deploying within your region means that data storage and processing fall under protection of local legislation.

Absolute transparency and control

The Pexip Private Cloud delivers full transparency and ensures customer control of all the personal and meeting data. The Pexip Private Cloud can also be configured so that traffic between nodes can avoid all access to the internet.

Easily scale-on-demand

The solution reduces the manpower needed to deploy, manage and scale the platform by up to 80% and eliminates the need to purchase new hardware to add capacity. The dedicated platform is automatically deployed in the data center of the customer’s choice and Smart Scale allows customers to scale capacity or geography with just a few clicks.

Accelerate your journey to the cloud

Pexip Private Cloud lets you migrate the majority of the deployment to the cloud, reducing internal IT resources and improving flexibility while maintaining full control and management ability.

Leveraging the world’s most powerful cloud platforms

Pexip leverages industry-leading cloud platforms to enable the vertical and horizontal scaling our customers require.

Learn more at pexip.com/private-cloud